The high-throughput selection of individual droplets is an essential function in droplet-based microfluidics.
Introduction
Sorting and selection are universal operations in technology. The ability to process, identify and select rare hits or targets among large populations is of relevance for biotechnological applications, pharmaceutical screening and molecular diagnostics. 1 Finding interesting hits is more likely in large libraries and therefore requires high-throughput capabilities. Droplet-based microfluidics is a groundbreaking technology for the miniaturization and automation of biochemical assays at a ultra-high throughput. 2 The technology is key in a wide range of applications, for example for protein engineering, [3] [4] [5] cell and microorganism screening, 6-8 sequencing 9, 10 or molecular diagnostics.
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The fastest sorting speeds to date are achieved by actuating droplets using electric fields. 5, 12, 13 Individual droplets are interrogated and actuated into different microchannels depending on their individual properties. 3, 5, 13, 14 The principle of sorting is based on dielectrophoresis (DEP): For droplets that have a dielectric contrast with the continuous phase, a non-uniform electric field leads to a net force on the droplet. This force then allows steering droplets across the streamlines of the background flow and into the desired outlet channel. Two effects control the performance of a droplet sorting device: first, the electrical actuation moves droplets across streamlines of the flow. The deflection of the droplet is a function of the magnitude of the field and of duration the droplet is exposed to the field while being advected downstream. Second, the geometry of the microchannel ensures that the droplets deflected to different streamlines are actuated into the right outlet. Based on these simple considerations, many different electrode shapes have been designed for droplet sorters, 3, 4, 12, 13, [15] [16] [17] [18] reaching sorting throughputs of up to 30 kHz. 15 A part of the rich genealogy of sorter designs is presented in Fig. 1 . Over the past years, these devices were adapted and used to match the constraints of the biological assays performed in the droplet format. The throughputs achieved depend on the droplet size, larger droplet being usually sorted at lower throughput. In addition the reported throughputs usually account for the need to have systems reliably functioning over several hours and do not represent the maximum throughput of the device. To the best of our knowledge, these devices were optimized by experimental trial and error and none of the existing sorting devices are based on rationally optimizing the electric field distribution. We therefore need impartial and universal metrics for the analysis of sorting systems. Considering optimisation of sorting, a seemingly straightforward solution to optimize sorting systems is to increase the strength of the electric fields, inducing a larger net force on the droplet. Thereby, the necessary deflection is achieved in shorter time and higher sorting frequencies become accessible. Yet, this solution is not reliable: while in dielectrophoresis the net force is given by the gradients of the field, the field itself contributes to the deformation of the droplet without displacing the center of mass. The electric field cannot be arbitrarily large and droplets disintegrate when the field gets too strong. 19 Thus the achievable actuation depends on the shape of electrodes controlling the field distribution to avoid droplet disintegration at high throughput while maintaining a decent net force to move the droplets across streamlines. Here, we focus on the actuation of droplets in electric fields. For the sake of clarity, we want to point out that our goal is not to optimize the overall throughput in the design -which depends on electric actuation but also on the channel design and emulsion formulations -but to focus on the optimization of the electric actuation. We first propose a universal metric to characterize quantitatively the sorting efficiency of microsystems and highlight the role of the electrode geometry on the performance of droplet actuation. Then, we use fully resolved 3D simulations of the electric field coupled to parameter optimization to rationally design optimized electrode designs that reduce the Maxwell stress on droplets during sorting. We finally test these predictions in experimental conditions, showing the better performance of the optimized systems. The new electrode design allows to reliably actuate droplets while significantly reducing droplet deformation so that higher sorting frequencies can be reached before the electric forces lead to droplet disintegration. The proposed electrodes can easily be integrated and do not complicate the device fabrication compared to alternative inferior designs. Because the deformation of droplets in electric fields is counteracted by interfacial tension, optimized electrode designs that generate more gentle actuation forces are especially important for applications that require the sorting of droplets with low surface tension. 4, 5, [20] [21] [22] Fig . 1 Following the seminal designs by Ahn 12 and Baret, 13 different sorters 3, 4, 12, 13, [15] [16] [17] 20, 26, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] have been developed over the past decade.
Electrode geometries have been guided by experimental trial and error, but none is based on rationally optimizing the field distribution in order to avoid droplet disintegration at high-throughput while maximizing the actuating force. We analyze the highlighted sorter designs for their field distribution to unravel design guidelines based on the optimisation of dielectrophoretic force acting on the droplets at the sorting junction.
Results and discussion

Principle of droplet sorting
The functioning principle of DEP droplet sorting is illustrated in Fig. 2 : in a flow region upstream from a microchannel junction, a dielectrophoretic force  F is applied to a droplet when the electric field is activated. This force causes the droplet to drift across stream lines, and be guided into one outlet channel. The asymmetric design of the channel ensures that without an electric field the droplet is guided into the other channel. Selectively applying a voltage between the active and the ground electrode thereby allows to sort droplets.
The dielectric force emerges from the interaction of the electric field with dipoles induced in the droplet phase. The force  F thus grows with the gradient     E 2 of the square of the electric field  E , and is independent of the field direction.
For small, spherical droplets, the force is given by
Here, ε 0 , ε c , ε d and R are the vacuum permittivity, the relative permittivity of the continuous and droplet phase, and the droplet radius, respectively. This relationship holds for droplets smaller than the typical length scale over which the field gradient varies. Corrections to this small-droplet approximation are discussed in the ESI. † In response to the force, the droplet drifts across the stream lines. At near-unity viscosity ratio between droplet and continuous phase, the drift velocity is U drift ≈ F/(5πμR), ‡ with F the cross-stream component of the dielectric force, and μ the viscosity of the outer fluid. 24 For reliable sorting, the droplet needs to be displaced by approximately one droplet diameter, which takes a time T = 2R/U drift . This typical displacement represents a sufficient displacement of the droplet center of mass accross the streamlines for efficient sorting.
The maximum sorting frequency therefore scales as
The sorting frequency is proportional to the dielectrophoretic force on the droplet, and inversely proportional to the viscosity of the continuous phase. If the actuation force varies along the path of the droplet, the timeaveraged force determines the sorting frequency.
Upper limit for the electric field.
The force on the droplet may be increased by increasing the field gradient     E 2 . However, there is a critical upper limit for the field strength: The dielectric force moving the droplet is caused by electric Maxwell stresses at the interface. In a field gradient the Maxwell stress varies over the droplet surface, resulting in the dielectrophoretic net force. The stress everywhere points outward of the droplet and deforms the initially round droplet. Surface tension counteracts the deforming Maxwell stresses, but when the field strength surpasses a critical value E crit , surface tension becomes insufficient to maintain the round droplet shape, so that the droplet deforms and eventually disintegrates in the surrounding shear flow. 25 Quantitatively, the relative strength of the Maxwell stress compared to surface tension is given by the electrical Bond
 E R , with γ the surface tension coefficient. The Maxwell stress surpasses the surface tension at a Bo E near unity, so that the critical field strength scales . Consequently, the critical field strength is particularly small for low surface tensions and large droplet radii.
The largest possible field gradient is achieved for a field increasing from zero to the critical strength E crit across the droplet diameter 2R. With eqn (1) this yields an upper bound
2 for the force on a droplet. If one could generate arbitrary electric fields, droplets could be actuated with this maximum force. However, the field distribution is not arbitrary as the field has to satisfy Maxwell's equations and is generated by electrodes of fixed geometry. Consequently, the aim is to design electrodes such that the actuating force given by the gradient     E 2 is maximized along the path of the droplet while the field strength remains below a maximum value E max .
To quantify the efficiency of an electrode design, we normalize the spanwise force component |F y | acting on the droplet at each location by the maximum force F max to define the non-dimensional DEP force
which quantifies how closely the actual force on a droplet at a given location approaches the maximum force. ξ can be written in terms of the field strength with E max the maximum field in the microchannel. For a given electrode geometry the electric field grows proportionally to the voltage applied to the electrodes. The metric ξ is thus independent of the absolute field strength but characterizes the efficiency of the field geometry. In practice the voltage can be increased until E max reaches the critical value E crit for the specific droplet surface tension, size and material properties.
An efficient sorter will apply the maximum possible force over the entire length of the sorting segment to move the droplet across the stream lines. Outside this segment, forces should be minimized, so that subsequent droplets and other parts of the setup are not affected and droplets can be addressed individually. To quantify the overall performance of the sorter, we thus define the DEP efficiency
which measures the average DEP force along the sorting segment S ranging from the location where ξ exceeds a threshold value of 1%, to the bifurcation between the two outlet microchannels. The DEP efficiency is a dimensionless measure between zero and one, which describes the overall actuation of a droplet relative to the maximum possible actuation for this droplet. Both the location-dependent DEP force ξ and the integrated efficiency Ξ are independent of the absolute size of the system and material properties of the liquids. They are performance metrics characterizing the efficiency of the electrode and sorter geometry and will thus be used for optimizing electrode designs.
Sorter comparison
To determine the DEP force and efficiency for a given system, we perform a 3D boundary-element simulation of the electric field around the sorting electrodes. The boundary-element method solves the electrostatic Laplace equation by finding the electric potential and flux on the surface of the sorting electrodes, and then extends the field into the volume. Details of the method are given in the Materials and Methods section. As we will discuss later, 3D features of the electric field play a vital role in the sorting process, so that a fully resolved 3D computation is indispensable. From the 3D simulation, we calculate the electric field and its gradients in a 2D plane at half-height in the channel (Fig. 2b) . We analyze the efficiency of several electrode designs 3, 4, 12, 13, [15] [16] [17] 26 that were developed in the past years (Fig. 3) . The 3D simulation of the field shows the localisation of the field gradients for the different designs. The channels are presented in gray and the electrodes in black (ground electrode) and red (active electrode). To obtain quantitative measurements, we compute the normalized DEP force ξ in the channel midplane along the approximate path of a droplet (red dashed line). The force distribution along the path of the droplet is shown in the upper panel together with the integrated performance metric Ξ. The design by Ahn et al. 12 
Improving designs
The performance metric allows to quantitatively compare the efficiency of different electrode geometries and design better electrodes that substantially outperform previous sorter designs. Well performing existing sorters include an extended flat electrode parallel to the channel as well as shielding electrodes. We will first consider the optimal shape of a single active electrode and then discuss further benefits of increasing the device complexity by additional shielding electrodes. This rational design procedure yields efficiency improvements of almost 100% over the latest design by Gielen et al. and optimized electrodes significantly outperform classical designs in experimental tests. For a straight, rectangular microchannel of constant crosssection and aspect ratio 2, we consider one active electrode parallel to the channel with grounded counter-electrodes at infinity, as shown in Fig. 4a . The straight electrode causes a strong deflection force along its whole length (Fig. 4b) 
The side view on the electrode (Fig. 4c ) reveals the reason for the large force along the whole electrode: the field lines spread in the out-of-plane direction, which leads to the high field gradients that attract droplets. When designing a sorting device in a 2D top view, one easily overlooks this 3D effect of the electric field, which cannot be captured by any 2D analysis of the device. Free parameters in the design of this simple bar electrode are the electrode length L, and its distance D E from the channel center line. We optimize the two geometric parameters L and D E to maximize the efficiency Ξ (Fig. 4d) . The distance between electrode and channel center has a clear optimum at D E ≈ 2H: the field decays with the distance from the electrode, so that the actuation force is stronger when the droplet is close to the electrode. However, in very close proximity to the electrode, the field geometry is set by the electrode height, which weakens field gradient and thereby the actuation force. The optimum distance D E is thus on the scale of the electrode height. Long electrodes perform better because they offer a longer region of strong droplet actuation, relative to regions of stray field where droplet actuation is suboptimal. In practice, to maintain a high sorting frequency, a sorter with a long electrode must be operated at a high flow rate that poses other challenges. We therefore limit the electrode length to 8H, where further efficiency gains due to longer electrodes become marginal. An appropriately dimensioned active electrode with ground at infinity provides a 32% performance increase. However, far reaching stray fields are created, that may have unwanted side-effects on parts of the microfluidic chip not associated with the droplet sorter. To integrate many sorters in a chip and address individual sorters while minimizing crosstalk, shielding electrodes are necessary. Such additional electrodes at ground potential not only help isolate the sorter from the remainder of the microchip, but can also further increase the sorting efficiency.
For a main electrode of length L = 8H, ground electrodes as shown in Fig. 5a reduce the length of the sorting segment by 30% and increase efficiency by roughly the same amount, to Ξ = 0.270. This correponds a 68% improvement over the reference design by Gielen et al., where half of the improvement is due to the added shielding electrodes. By reducing stray fields, the shielding causes the desired step-like transition from zero to the full actuation force of the straight electrode. This effect is enhanced by sharp corners of the electrodes (Fig. 5b) .
In the design of the shielding, it is critical to not place any shielding electrode directly across the active electrode. Otherwise both electrodes form a typical capacitor geometry and field lines emanating from the active electrode no longer freely spread in the out-of-plane direction but become parallel, creating a homogenous field across the microchannel (Fig. 6c) . A shielding electrode directly across the active electrode thus reduces the field gradient and should be avoided.
In the design of Fig. 5a , adding a second active electrode in the gap leads to a symmetrical device (Fig. 6a) . By varying the voltage ratio of the secondary electrode relative to the primary one, we can maximize the sorting efficiency. The DEP efficiency as a function of the voltage ratio V 2 /V 1 between secondary and primary electrode is shown in Fig. 6b . When the secondary electrode is at zero potential and acts like a shielding electrode (Fig. 6c) , the sorting efficiency is lower than for a device without the secondary electrode (Ξ = 0.225 vs. Ξ = 0.270). Field lines emanating from the primary electrode converge onto the secondary electrode. This leads to approximately parallel field lines, reduces the gradient and thereby lowers efficiency. When the voltage on the secondary electrode is increased, the fields of the electrodes partially cancel each other, forming a region of very low field strength in the space between the electrodes (Fig. 6d) . Consequently, both electrodes can be operated at a higher absolute voltage without their combined field reaching the critical limit. While the field gradient vanishes at the minimum of the field strength, close to the minimum the gradient remains high. In this region, the local DEP force ξ increases. Strikingly, the highest sorting efficiency (Ξ = 0.290) is reached when the voltage of the secondary electrode is ∼40% of the voltage of the primary electrode. For even higher voltages on the secondary electrode, the region of high gradient and low field is no longer located within the microchannel. Consequently, the efficiency decreases again. For a voltage ratio approaching unity, the field is symmetric with vanishing gradient in the microchannel center, causing zero actuation force.
Choosing the optimal voltage for a second active electrode further improves the sorter efficiency, but the increase is less dramatic than the increase due to suitably optimizing a single active electrode or introducing shielding electrodes. Fig. 3. (b) The field is particularly strong at the corners of the electrode. Sharp corners with small radius of curvature R C increase the force on the droplet locally, and lead to an overall higher efficiency.
Furthermore, a second electrode at a different potential increases the complexity of the device so that a single active electrode might be the best choice in most applications. However, a second active electrode may be very beneficial if not only the electrodes but also the channel design is adapted and the operation of the sorter is modified. If the electrodes and the channel are chosen to be symmetric, droplets in the channel center only need to be moved by half the distance for reliable sorting (switching the field on the opposite electrode would then lead to a similar displacement in the other direction) This actuation can be achieved by always activating one of the two electrodes. Such a symmetric design strategy effectively doubles the sorting frequency and is used for example in the multiplexed sorter discussed by Girault et al. 18 In summary, the combination of one active electrode and appropriately designed shielding electrodes allows for (Fig. 3e) 0.064 11.4 6.4 1 Optimized bar electrode (Fig. 4a) 0.212 17.5 6.0 3.31 Bar electrode with shielding (Fig. 5a) 0.270 12.5 5.0 4.22 significant sorting efficiency improvements: The field strength in the channel is minimized, whereas the field gradient remains strong. Increasing the complexity of the design by adding a second independently controllable active electrode is a further option with an additional minor gain in efficiency.
Based on performance metrics for the efficiency of dielectrophoretic sorters, we have optimized electrode designs and shown that efficiency improvements of 32% relative to the best existing designs can be achieved by a single active electrode, and that the improvement increases to 68% when appropriate shielding is added. Even 77% can be achieved using a second active electrode, which however complicates the device significantly. Relative to the common electrode design by Obexer et al., multifold efficiency improvements are achieved. We experimentally compare the performance of the two devices providing most significant performance improvements, the single active electrode with and without shielding, to the common setup. Table 1 presents parameters of the tested electrodes including efficiency, sorting segment length and required electrode voltage.
Experimental validation
To characterize the performance of the electrode shape independent of flow related parameters, we perform experiments for fixed microchannel geometry, flow rates, droplet volume and sorting frequency. In this experiment, we focus on the optimisation of the droplet deformation rather than improving throughput in order to maintain the flow parameters similar between the devices tested. Electrode and microchannel designs are taken from Obexer et al. 4 ( Fig. 3e ) and compared to the bar electrode of length L = 8H = 196 μm without and with local shielding (Fig. 4a and 5a ). Width and height of the microchannel and droplet diameter are 50 μm, 24 μm, and 25 μm, respectively (Fig. S2 †) . We apply a 20 kHz AC field at a voltage between 0 and 1 kV. By varying the voltage applied to the sorting electrode, we determine the voltage at which all droplets are correctly sorted into the sorting outlet. The existing sorter requires a voltage of 450 V for reliable sorting, whereas the new designs without and with shielding perform the same task at the much lower voltage of 350 V and 200 V, respectively (Fig. 7) . A lower sorting voltage reduces stray fields and thus simplifies the integration of a sorter with complex microchannel designs. Reduction of the sorting voltage alone does however not imply an increase of the highest achievable sorting frequencies. The limitation is the induced deformation of droplets which will eventually lead to droplet disintegration and limit the sorting frequency. Improved electrode designs will thus induce much less droplet deformation while still reliably actuating droplets. At the minimum voltage where reliable sorting is possible, we compare the deformation of droplets between the existing and the (shielded) new design (Fig. 8) .
In the reference design, droplets significantly deform. With the new design, fields are weaker, and thus move droplets gently across the stream lines. To achieve higher sorting frequencies the actuating force and thus voltage needs to be increased. We experimentally confirm that the actuating force controlling the drift speed across stream lines as well as the maximum droplet deformation show the expected dependence on voltage (Fig. S4 †) . Critical droplet deformations are reached much later for the optimized electrode design so that higher frequencies are possible.
Conclusion
We investigate physical limits of the throughput that can be achieved in electrically activated droplet sorting. Based on those physical limits we propose a metric characterizing the performance of electrode designs relative to the theoretical optimum. Using fully resolved 3D boundary-element simulations together with the performance metric, we analyze the efficiency of electrode shape for common sorting devices developed over the past decade. We demonstrate that 3-dimensional effects are of prime importance in the actuation force and that they must be accounted for in a correct description of the force acting on the droplet. In practice, our analysis revealed that 3D effects render long, straight electrodes along the microchannel much more effective than the 2D picture would suggest, and that well-placed ground electrodes increase the sorting efficiency further. Based on the quantitative performance analysis of existing devices we propose a rational design approach for optimizing electrode designs. By combining parameter optimization with numerical simulation we derive rational design guidelines and suggest technically feasible designs significantly improving the sorting performance compared to existing standard designs. We demonstrate experimentally the superior performance of these optimised devices, by showing that under identical conditions, droplets are sorted at much smaller deformations in the new designs. Moreover, significantly lower voltages need to be applied.
One practical consequence of our results is that the sorting rate can be pushed much higher before droplets start to disintegrate. The gentle actuation of droplets limiting their deformation is especially relevant for low surface tension applications and systems with large droplets, which are particularly susceptible to breaking up in strong fields. The improved electrode designs do not increase the complexity of microfluidic chips and should thus be easily integrated into existing devices. We believe the proposed sorter design will help improve the performance of many microsystems for critical selection operation. 1 ) of droplets for the droplet trajectories from (e). In the optimized electrode design, droplets show a smaller maximum deformation. In addition, the actuation takes place before droplets reach the junction (x = 0). As a consequence, the electric droplet deformation does not interfere with any potential hydrodynamically induced deformation at the junction. Consequently, higher sorting frequencies can be achieved before the droplet disintegrates.
Our work yields sorter designs that in practice outperform previous designs. In addition we demonstrate that rational design approaches involving numerical simulation, performance metrics and optimization can and should complement intuition guided design and experimental tests. Rational design starting from physical principles setting fundamental physical limitations will help to provide optimized highthroughput analysis tools that allow targeting important challenges in molecular diagnostics, pharmaceutical screening and other biotechnological applications.
Materials and methods
Numerical simulation
The electric field around the electrodes was calculated using a boundary element method (BEM) numerical code written in C++, which is based on the finite-element framework deal. ii. 27 We solved the Laplace equation for the electrostatic potential φ (with  E   ),
with the potential φ fixed to the voltages V 1 (V 2 ) and zero on the active sorting electrodeĲs) and the ground electrode, respectively. For simulations with a finite-size droplet, the boundary condition for the interface was   c c d d
Depending on the mesh complexity, the electrode surfaces were represented by 10 3 -10 4 bilinear quadrangular elements.
Numerical solution of the discretized boundary integral equation with the GMRES method yielded the field strength on the electrode surfaces, from which we constructed (via integration with appropriate Green's functions) the field and field gradient at discrete points in the volume. The simulation code is parallelized with MPI. Each simulation took 3 minutes on a standard desktop computer. We analyzed 8 existing sorter geometries and performed 800 simulations with different parameter combinations (electrode length, spacing between electrode and channel center, corner radius, voltage of the secondary electrode) for the new electrode designs.
Sorting experiments
Poly-(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS, Sylgard 184) microfluidic devices were fabricated from SU-83025 negative photoresists molds as described in 28 ( Fig. S2 †) . Aquapel (PPG Industries) was used to hydrophobize the channels. Nemesys syringe pumps (Cetoni) were used to control the flows in the microfluidic channels and syringes were connected to the devices with PTFE tubing (ID 0.3 mm, OD 0.76 mm; Fisher Scientific). 8 pL w/o droplets were produced (3500 Hz) using a 20 × 15 μm nozzle dropmaking device (Fig. S3 †) in fluorinated oil (Novec7500, 3M) and were stabilized against coalescence by a perfluoropolyether-polyethyleneglycol block-copolymer surfactant (3% w/w). 8 Droplets were collected off-chip and stored in a glass vial. Droplets were then co-flown with fluorinated oil in sorting devices with a 50 μm (width) × 24 μm (height) main channel. Sorting efficiency was investigated with constant hydrodynamics conditions (F emulsion = 20 μL h −1 and F oil = 700 μL h −1 ) by applying a 20 kHz AC field from 0 to 1 kV (Agilent 33210A function generator connected to a Trek 623B high voltage amplifier). Droplets were imaged at 13000 fps using a high-speed camera (Phantom v210) and movies were analyzed using the Phantom Camera Control software (PCC 2.1.4). Details of the image processing and data analysis are given in the ESI. †
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